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Living Divani @ London Design Festival 2021 with Silvera London 
 
From September 18th to 26th 2021 the English capital hosts the London Design Festival 
2021, the annual event aimed at promoting the city’s creativity, drawing in the country’s 
greatest thinkers, practitioners, retailers and educators to a deliver an unmissable 
celebration of design. Living Divani takes part in this appointment presenting a wide and 
evocative selection of the 2021 novelties at the Silvera showroom in King's Road.  
First of all the Sumo family, here proposed in the sofa variant featuring a straight base 
and a reclining backrest, together with the low table and the bench, which includes a 
functional container “White Cream” lacquered. Fabrics harmoniously dialogue with 
elegant finishings and materials such as the Canaletto Walnut and the new Forest Green 
marble. Resulting from the recent partnership with the designer Marco Lavit, the Lemni 
armchair offers an unexpected refuge of refinement that captures for its light aesthetic. 
Suspended seat in saddle leather, balanced on a metal structure in black painted tubular 
steel, it traces a design in the air welcoming also the backrest roll cushion. Finally, the 
Moon project by Mist-o has been resumed and expanded to experiment new expressive 
and use possibilities. Its pure shape in curved wood, which opens like a chest to reveal 
storage spaces, is proposed in 3 new variants: Moon Eclipse, Moon Satellite and Full 
Moon. Here displayed it is possible to admire the first one which develops as a double 
volume that combines a low and wide cylinder, which acts as a perfect tabletop, with a 
satellite container that can be opened, on one side only, and equipped with a swivel and 
removable insert, designed for storing bottles and glasses.  


